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Katarina Sail Charters

Contacto

Nombre: masteradmin

Nombre de la

Compañía:

Administrator (creador de este

portal)

País: Puerto Rico

Teléfono:

Datos del listado

General

Nombre: Katarina Sail Charters

Teléfono: (787) 823-SAIL / (787)

823-7245

Dirección: Carr. #413

Pueblo: Rincón

Código postal: 00610

Descripción: Sailing, snorkeling,

tropical drinks, fresh food

and great music! Don't

miss your chance to sail

on the Katarina while in

Rincon Puerto Rico.

Snorkel Cruises

We sail everyday out of

the marina in Rincon.

Everybody has a great

time on our daily 3 hour

snorkel cruises.

Sunset Cruises

We love to sail. We love

the sunset. We love

tropical drinks! A sunset

cruise seems only natural.

Hop on board!

Private Charters

Sometimes it's cheaper to

charter the entire boat for

your large group. Other
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times our guests would

like privacy.

Sail, Snorkel, Sunset and

Full Moon Sails in

Rincon, Puerto Rico

If this is your first visit to

Rincon, or you’re a

seasoned veteran, don’t

miss a sail on the

Katarina! Locals and

travelers agree, it is the

best, most affordable and

unique experience that

Rincon offers!

If your interest is

snorkeling the pristine

Tres Palmas Marine

Reserve, then there is no

better way to do it than

aboard the Katarina. With

steps that lead directly

into the water, we snorkel

the reef right from the

boat. The “Tan your Can”

daysail also includes a

homemade lunch, great

music, and of course,

SAILING! The West

coast of Puerto Rico is a

wild place with constantly

changing conditions,

experience it on the only

sailing charter boat on the

entire coast! You

shouldn’t miss the unique

chance to see Rincon

from the sea!

Rincon is the “town of

beautiful sunsets” and

there is no better way to

witness this magic than

aboard the “Shine Time”

sunset cruise. For two
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hours, the rest of the

world stops as you sail the

coast, enjoy a cocktail,

look for whales and

dolphins, and watch the

sun set into the sea.

For the more adventurous,

we offer Full Moon Party

sails… Dance under the

light of the moon!

Come experience Rincon

from a whole new

perspective. Visit our

Rincon sailing photo

gallery and see why a

visit to Rincon is simply

not complete without a

cruise on the Katarina.

Portal: www.sailrinconpuertorico

.com
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